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             From the VCU Library page: 

"A literature review provides an
overview of what's been written about

a specific topic. There are many
different types of literature reviews.

They vary in terms of
comprehensiveness, types of study

included, and purpose."

What is a Literature Review?
We know that's a hard question.

This guide is here to break this down for you.



"Literature" is not referring to fiction, poetry, or
other forms of "literature" that you might've studied

in high school. Literature in a research paper
refers to THE RESEARCH that exists on a given

topic. We refer to this body of knowledge and
these studies collectively as "the literature" 

"Literature" can be misleading...



We'll show you how to do this later, but an
important part of a literature review is

SYNTHESIZING the information together.
 

Synthesis:  The combination of ideas to form a
theory or system.

 
Think of synthesis as a zipper. You are zipping
multiple sources together in your discussion to

create themes! 

What is synthesis?



Annotated bibliographies and a literature reviews seem
like very similar writing formats. Here's the difference: 

What's the difference between
an annotated bibliography and a
literature review?



Annotated
Bibliographies

BOTH
Literature
Reviews

Let's clarify the difference...



Annotated
Bibliography 

Check out this sample 
annotated

bibliography

Includes a description or annotation
of each source.

Approximately 150-200 words.
Identifies the main ideas/findings for
each source and any other identifying
information that will help you sort
your sources.
Suggested format for annotation:

Summary
Strengths/Weaknesses
Potential importance or
usefulness in your larger paper/
research project

Important Links:
What's an annotated bibliography? [YouTube]
The Purdue OWL, 2019 Annotated Bibliography Guide
Writing Commons Overview of Annotated Bibliography

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jMZYWAJGc3ZzCed3kmf0MAfaSw-PZ1PJtA9eMiATtZM/edit?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/R0Hsnx0l1q4
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/general_writing/common_writing_assignments/annotated_bibliographies/index.html
https://writingcommons.org/article/annotated-bibliography/


A review of the different sources related to the
research question or central topic of the paper.
This review describes HOW the chosen sources relate
to the central topic of the paper.
The discussion of the ideas from the research are
organized by THEMES so that you can combine
multiple sources together. This is called SYNTHESIS.

Instead of discussing each source individually,
you synthesize the information from the various
sources together to illustrate your themes.

Important Links:
How to Write a Literature Review in 3 Simple Steps [YouTube]

Literature 
Review 

The literature review lives

WITHIN your larger

research paper. 

 

It could be one paragraph

or multiple pages long- it

depends on YOUR paper!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lw8HPXJP1VA


You must identify a subject, topic,
and research question that is guiding
the research.
It is grounded in the work of others.

What are the authors hypotheses or
arguments and what do they ask?
What exists on the topic and what
can we learn from it?
Pay attention to common themes,
methods, key words, or references as
they reoccur in the literature.

Important Considerations:

Both

Important Links: 
Focused Inquiry and VCU's Environment
Rasmussen University: Literature Review vs.
Annotated Bibliography.
Video: Annotated Bibliography vs. Literature
Review: Are they different?

https://rampages.us/trees20192020/annotated-bibliography-and-synthesis-matrix/
https://rasmussen.libanswers.com/faq/43033#:~:text=A%20literature%20review%20gives%20the,a%20particular%20topic%20or%20issue.&text=An%20annotated%20bibliography%20is%20a,an%20annotation%20following%20the%20reference
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ph0U5OYuqP0


Steps to creating
a successful
Literature Review
Here we provide you with the steps needed
to create a literature review. You'll be
building a literature review with us, step by
step.



Subject: 
Humanities -
Psychology 

 
Topic: Psychology

behind pet ownership
during the Covid-19

lockdown
 

Research Question:
Are there

psychological
benefits of pet

ownership during the
Covid-19 pandemic?

 

Identify your subject- think about how this
would be catalogued in a library...or your
Netflix queue!
Identify a focused topic within your
subject. The more specific, the better!
Create a research question. This needs to
be very specific. Work with your professor
or a consultant from the writing center to
focus your ideas!

Step one:



Go find your research!
Use a matrix like the one
we've linked here to keep
track of your search terms
and your sources.
As you read through your
sources, make note of what
you will need to discuss in
your paper and annotate
your sources as you go.

Step Two:

This is a glimpse of the matrix
template we provide for you to use! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKzjGvz1ukI
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1JRXyVjfS6n-h3Zo9lmU8ePgz4qkrozpO8psGDEHH1qU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1JRXyVjfS6n-h3Zo9lmU8ePgz4qkrozpO8psGDEHH1qU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1JRXyVjfS6n-h3Zo9lmU8ePgz4qkrozpO8psGDEHH1qU/edit?usp=sharing


Remember how you would create a theme statement in middle and high school
after reading a fiction book? It's the same idea here!
Look for what your sources have in common and what is different about each one.
Create 1-4 theme statements that captures some ideas from MULTIPLE
sources. Your number of theme statements depends on how extensive your
research is! 

NOTE: If you find that one source doesn't "fit" or you made a theme that only
applies to one source, then address in your paper WHY that is. 
Did they use a different method? Do they have a variable that none of your
other sources cover? Do they take a point of view that is absent from the rest of
the literature?

There is no perfect way to do this. You can read and annotate all of your sources
first  OR you can do this at the end- do what works best for you!

Step Three:



Synthesize the information that you have collected. 
You will organize your synthesis around your theme(s).
With this, you are connecting all of the information in your
research and how it coincides with the overall research question. 

Step Four:

Check out our example 

theme statements and 

synthesis paragraph!

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1s3O3jiv26MifLE8hcY50If_Ne5MrVSD71tmggEEt6Cc/edit


You're almost done! The final step is to make sure you're correctly
formatting your in-text citations.
You'll create a references page for at the end of your paper, but these
citations are IN ADDITION to that, and they live inside of your paper. 
The format that you use will depend on if you're writing in APA, MLA,
Chicago, IEEE, CSE,  ACS, ACM, or NLM.
Refer back to the information you wrote on your matrix to help
streamline this process!

Step Five:

Purdue OWL has a comprehensive overview for 
APA, MLA, and Chicago Style Citations

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1JRXyVjfS6n-h3Zo9lmU8ePgz4qkrozpO8psGDEHH1qU/edit?usp=sharing
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/purdue_owl.html
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/purdue_owl.html
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/purdue_owl.html


You're ready to
launch!

You've got all of the tools and examples
necessary to tackling the literature
review.
ALWAYS check in with your professor
and review the rubric for the assignment
to clarify the expectations.



If you realize that your research question needs to
change from when you started- that's normal!
If you're feeling stuck about what to write, return to
the research. You have to read the research BEFORE
you can decide what you want to say!

Don't be surprised...



For help with citations:
Purdue OWL 
Introduction to Citations – VCU Writes! (rampages.us)

For help with annotated bibliographies:
What's an annotated bibliography? [YouTube]
The Purdue OWL, 2019 Annotated Bibliography Guide
Writing Commons Overview of Annotated Bibliography

Links? We have them!  

For help with differentiating between an annotated bibliography and a
literature review:

Focused Inquiry and VCU's Environment
Rasmussen University: Literature Review vs. Annotated
Bibliography.
Video: Annotated Bibliography vs. Literature Review: Are they
different?

Two great organizing softwares that help keep track of reference sources:
Zotero | Your personal research assistant
Mendeley | Reference Management Software

For help with annotating research:
My Method for Digitally Annotating Articles

Direct link to our Research Matrix to organize your sources!
Direct link to our annotated bibliography sample
Direct link to our theme and synthesis sample

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/purdue_owl.html
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/purdue_owl.html
https://rampages.us/vcuwrites/citation-guide/
https://youtu.be/R0Hsnx0l1q4
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/general_writing/common_writing_assignments/annotated_bibliographies/index.html
https://writingcommons.org/article/annotated-bibliography/
https://rampages.us/trees20192020/annotated-bibliography-and-synthesis-matrix/
https://rasmussen.libanswers.com/faq/43033#:~:text=A%20literature%20review%20gives%20the,a%20particular%20topic%20or%20issue.&text=An%20annotated%20bibliography%20is%20a,an%20annotation%20following%20the%20reference
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ph0U5OYuqP0
https://www.zotero.org/
https://www.mendeley.com/?interaction_required=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKzjGvz1ukI
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1JRXyVjfS6n-h3Zo9lmU8ePgz4qkrozpO8psGDEHH1qU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jMZYWAJGc3ZzCed3kmf0MAfaSw-PZ1PJtA9eMiATtZM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1s3O3jiv26MifLE8hcY50If_Ne5MrVSD71tmggEEt6Cc/edit


If you have any questions or concerns, or you would like help, please
contact your major's librarian for help. 
They can be reached at Ask Us | VCU Libraries. 
Writing Center Consultations can be scheduled through Navigate or
by calling (804) 828-4851

Additional Support!

https://www.library.vcu.edu/about/staff/specialists/
https://www.library.vcu.edu/research-teaching/ask-us/
https://writing.vcu.edu/



